“What we don’t want anymore
is just what they’ve always
wanted.” This is the theme of
Sigma Tau Omega’s third annual
Appalachian Drive. In the past
two years the brothers of this
fraternity
canvassed
the
Bridgeport and Stamford area
collecting canned food, clothing,
and toys to distribute to the un
der-privileged in Appalachia.
Although both drives w «e highly
successful, this year they hope
that by opening it to the entire
student body they will raise
collectively $10,000 in money and
goods.
On November 7 a meeting was

Appalachian drive at SHU
held to explain to the student
Ixxfy how they planned to achieve
this goal. B^inning today and
extending until December 8, a
booth wiU be set up from 9 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. in the dcove to collect
clothing and money from the
students. The motto, “A dime a
day - did you give yours today?”
wiU be used to emphasize the
importance of how so little can
grow to be so much. Bake sales
will be held at Lafayette Plaza
and Trumbull Shof^ing Park to
further the drive. All churches in

the Bridgeport diocese are being
a ^ e d to collect clothing and
canned goods and on December 3
those churches willing to
cooperate will take up a collec
tion after Mass.
Tentatively scheduled is a
ccMicert and coffee house, the
proceeds of which will go to the
Appalachian Fund. To complete
this month of worthwhile ac
tivity, the fraternity hopes to
have a 24-hour dance marathon
fashioned on the idea of an
Oktoberfest which will be held

the weekend of December 8.
Through the generosity of
people like Mr. Howard Schire of
Hertz who loaned the iH'Others the
use of a truck, those who
organized the project will drive to
Appalachia in December to
distribute the materials. If there
is anyone who knows of a
business willing to cooperate or
wishes to help in some way, they
may contact Duane Giannini or
Peter Lucia a t any time.
(Mailboxes are in the student
activity room.) A bulletin board

will be kept up to date near the
chaplain’s office and will contain
further information and the
schedule of activities.
lliis is the perfect time for all
students to begin to focus on a
goal of importance and make a
unified effort, regardless of
academic status or membership
in a particular organization. Hie
goal will never be realized
without the cooperation of the
students in organizing and
supporting these functions.
What is also needed is the
understanding that this is not
merely a “fraternity project” but
a campaign of urgency to those
who will benefit by it.

Kidera Named President of CCIC
President Robert A. Kidera, of Charles E. Shain, president of universities determined the
Sacred Heart University, was Connecticut College, and im amount of aid each school
elected president of the Con mediate former president of the received.
Sacred
Heart
necticut Conference of In C.C.I.C., was named to the University received $100,000 last
year through this act. Public Act
dependent Colleges, at the executive committee.
group’s recent meeting. Other
No. 140, also signed into law, is
officers named to serve a one
The C.C.I.C. is an organization designed to provide aid for
year term with President Kidera consisting of 19 private colleges facilities and community ser
included: Dr. Theodore D. Lock- united to promote the welfare of vices of the independent colleges.
This year under the leadership
wood, president of Trinity these independent institutions in
College, vice-president; Dr. the state of Connecticut. Last of President Kidera, the C.C.I.C.
Archibald
M.
Woodruff, year the organization was suc hopes to get an increase in aid
president of the University of cessful in having two legislative under Public Act No. 53 of
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Sargeant Shriver speaking at the Federal Courtnouse building in
Bridgeport, Sat. Nov. 4th. In attendance were local party leaders and
enthusiastic Democrats.
“ We the m em bers of the
Sacred Heart University cmnmimity, representing the ad
ministration, the faculty and the
student body, establish this
constitution of the Sacred Heart
University Soiate.”
With those words of article I,
Section I, the draft constituti(m of
the Sacred Heart University
Senate was adq>ted by the senate
this year.
'The senate, which eventually
established its constitution, grew
from the events of the spring of
1969. Opinions, clouded by time,
still differ on the background of
the senate’s establishment.
There are those, who feel that it
was created by the mood of the
time, others feel it was the lack of
student and faculty voice in the
running of the university and still
others believe the senate had its
origins in the mentality of post
World War II American higher
education.
What is known for certain, is
that the office of Dr. Maurice
O’Sullivan was occupied by a
small group of students in the
spring of ’69. This event com
pounded with the pressure of a
few faculty members led to the
formation of an Ad Hoc com
mittee, that met during the
summer of ’69, for the restruc
turing of Sacred Heart Univer
sity.
John Croffy, dean of ad
missions and member of the
original ad hoc committee,
believes the take over of Dr.
O’Sullivan’s office and the
subsequent establishment of the
senate was symptomatic of post
world war America.
Historically according to Mr.
Croffy, higher education always
has been very conservative and

Hartford, secretary; Dr. Alfred

proposals passed by th e G en eral

Fitt, assistant to the president of
Yale University and Dr. TTiurston
E. Manning, president of the
University of Bridgeport were
elected m em b ers-at-larg e,
executive committee; and Dr.

Assembly of Cetui(ji.Uuili nahile
ActNo. 53, provided $1,134,3(X) for
distribution among the 19 private
colleges in terms of student
scholarships. The number of in
state students enrolled at the

Perspective: the Senate
the domain of the administration.
After the war, the influx of
veterans and &e role of the
faculty had a significant affect on
the running of the university.
With the faculty gaining a
positicm of more authority by the
’60’s, the students began to
evaluate their role in tugho’
education and attem pted to
achieve a role in the shaping of
their academic career.
Change came slowly, pointed
out Mr. CIroffy, with many in
higher education resisting the
recommendations to bring
students into the decision process
by many national education
organizations.
There were a few institutions
that took the advice but the
majority, like Sacred Heart did
not. According to Mr. Croffy, the
students were then forced into
student activism which appeared
on campuses in the form of
building and office takeovers.
Mr. Croffy went on to say, he
feels Sacred Heart was lucky that
the activism was relatively
peaceful and agreement came
quickly. He said, “The faculty
and students had legitim ate
complaints
that were worked
out in the form of the senate.”
Dr.
Maurice
O’Sullivan
remembers the take over of his
office, not in terms of the senate,
but as ten demands by the
students to relax dress codes,
improve social life, academics
and the process of registration.
These demands grew out of the
’60’s spirit of activism, which saw
the faculty and students of
universities clamor for change.

According to Mr. O’Sullivan, “It
was fashionable to demand
change.”
Out of the take over and the
eventual agreement by the ad
ministration to the students and
faculty demands, grew what was
considered the need for a better
avenue of communications. ’This
need arose. Dr. O’Sullivan felt,
because the university had grown
so fast; the old lines of com
munications were inadequate.
What ever the reasons for the
reconstruction of the university
were, the ad hoc committee
developed a report over the
summer of ’69.
The theme of the ad hoc
committee’s report is summed up
in the preamble, “Each of the
four elements of the university—
Board of Trustees,
ad
ministration, faculty, students—
has special responsibilities, and
it is essential that these
responsibilities be clearly
defined and mutually agreed
upon. It is essential, too, that
each element provide for par
ticipation from the other
elements in the process of
decision-making wherever such
participation is appropriate ....”
’The senate, a* body of 36
members: 20 faculty, 10 students
and 6 administration, was the
direct result of the committee’s
report. The report outlined the
many rules governing procedure
for elections, the administration
of authority, meetings and the
internal structure of the senate.
Many were later incorporated in
the senate’s constitution.
’The report also outlined ten

general
principles
and
procedures under which the
senate would operate :
1. The Board of ’Trustees is the
legally chartered governing
body of the University with the
power to constitute govern
ment for the University.
2. The Board of Trustees
recognizes the competence of a
University Senate ... to enact
legislation whereby the
University is governed in
academic m atters, faculty
status, student affairs.
3. University policies gover
ning the above areas are
initiated by the administration,
faculty, and student body
through the University Senate.
Oeation of the Senate will not
preclude the existence of non
legislative bodies in the
University community.
4. ’The legislative authority of
the Senate in the above areas is
limited to the specific powers
enumerated in tois report.
5. All policies initiated through
the Senate are submitted
through the office of the
President to the Board of
Trustees for review and action.
6. Recognizing the competence
of the Senate in its enumerated
powers, the Board of ’Trustees
welcomes
the
recom 
mendations of the Senate in the
above areas.
7. If the Board of Trustees does
not approve a legislative act of
the Senate, it will explain its
decision in a written statement
to the Senate.

$2,200,000 b rin g in g th e su m fro m

vu
also working hard to get Public
Act No. 140 funded, and hope to
receive $500,000 this year for the
specialized programs at the
various private institutions.
8. Policies ai^roved by the
Board of ’Trustees are thereby,
ratified and govern the
University.
9. The University’s ad
m in istratio n im plem ents
policies so ratified.
10. ’The Senate has the power to
recommend to the Board of
Trustees amendments to
Senate constitution and by
laws.
Most wUl agree that the Senate
has worked well under the
guidelines and principles of the
report for the restructuring of
Sacred Heart University and the
subsequent constitution. There
have been criticisms such as the
call for a more evenly divided
Senate body, but yet that remains
a problem that the Senate itself
will handle.
It is generally agreed, the
Senate has accomplished much
with curriculian revision as the
most prominent but even more
important, as Dr. John Mahr,
history departm ent chairman
and former Senate President,
pointed out is the Senate’s
establishment as a forum for
communication.
Frank Luongo, member of the
committee and current general
manager of WSHU, sees the
Senate’s
greatest
ac
complishment
as
‘‘...the
establishment of dialogue.”
Mr. Luongo continued “ ...
especially now under President
Kidera who does not see it as a
threat but as a body that makes it
possible for him to discharge his
responsibility in the Univer
sity...The president has changed
the mood from frustration to
hope.” In this mood the Senate
continues.
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In th e last Obelisk there was an article in regard to tw o inci
dents occurring in the parking lot of Sacred H eart University.
Since th at tim e, four o th er incidents have been brought to our
attention. On which involves an entirely different intruder.
T he Obelisk called the Fairfield Police to find out w hat was
being done a n d /o r w hat was going to be done. A t th at tim e we
were told th at it wasn’t “any of o u r co n cern ”.
However, keeping in m ind the recen t rape of a coed at Fairfield University, we believe it is o ur concern. W e believe secur
ity, the Fairfield Police D ep’t and this University as a whole
should b an together to ap p reh en d these intruders. W e w ant to
see some action taken before som ething serious occurs on this
c a m p u s -------— not after.

G eneral Staff: R obert A tkinson, Donna B anessi, D ullivan C havis, B a rb a ra F ra g a le , Gail
Heid, R ay H asselm an, L isa H udak, Jeff Kochan, D onald R obillard, C arl Rossi, G eorge
Szilagyi, Tom White.
The opinions ex pressed in the OBELISK a re not n ecessarily those of the adm inistration.,
faculty or students of S acred H eart U niversity.
Office Phone: 374-9441 ext. 286

Letters to the Editor
Ivy Weekend

rugs!!
We are more than willing to
assist and our help could only
save time and work for the
sponsors. If anyone needs
something from the kitchen or
wants to use the stereo system,
only the Committee and the head
of Security have keys. (Security
keys are locked in the safe and is
used ONLY in emergencies).
The Lounge Committee
redecorated the Lounge. Now
that the room is somewhat
esthetically pleasing, we would
like to see it used for more events
and more “lounging”. Like the
sign says, “it’s your Lounge—so
why not give it a try.”
Bob Maloney

To the Editor:
I have a few things to say about
the student body as a who in SHU.
Ivy Weekend for the most part
was a wide range of en
tertainment from the Queen’s
Contest to the Halloween party.
These two events that I men
tioned were good and quite
prosperous. But the thing that
really irks me is what happened
on the disastrous Friday night—
the concert!! But then with the
absdutely great crowd of less
than 500 (mostly outsiders, not
SHU stud«its), I don’t care if we
never see another concert.
Granted everyone hasn’t heard
of Malo (H* if they have heard
them some don’t like them but
Dim View
that isn’t the point. Support for
To
th
e
E
d ito r:
this concert should have been
I
have
a complaint to make.
good so there could be a good
I’ve been in the cafeteria lately
refer«ice in the future for other
concerts. Well, just don’t let on cloudy and hr rainy days and
Student Government hear, noticed how dim the cafe lights
“What’s happeneing with our have been. People can’t really
money?’’ because the student read, study, or even play cards
body just lost for themselves without going half-blind.
Can’t something be done about
about $3,500. Student apathy is
it?
Or will the administration
one thing but this is ridiculous.
wait
until too many people have
Don’t care? Well then don’t
complained
and complained and
complain!
have
given
up because nobody
In closing I’d personally like to
“up
there”
seems
to listen?
thank the members of I.F.C.,
Sincerely,
members of student government,
Lisa Hudak
Jeff Kochan, Gail Heid, Larry
Shields, and everyone else who
helped to try to make the concert
“Security”
a success. At least they made the
effort. Also special thanx goes out To the Editor:
It has come to my attention
to Mr. lannucci, the guy who took
the role of drill sargeant and got that the Security Force here at
SHU is really doing a fine job. Did
everything done.
Jim Avenia you know ftat with the recent
epidemic of robberies and the
many reports of perverted men
Give it A Try
making ^ e ir own patrols of our
parking lots, the Security Force
To the Editor;
The SHU com m unity is has been handing out fewer
presently witnessing the rise of a parking tickets than ever before?
new authoritative power. The
One of the main points used in
Lounge (Committee, or so is the defense of the Security Force is
sentiment of many students. We the lack of funds to provide the
have received criticism through manpower to do a proper job of
third parties that the Lounge patroling and protecting the
Committee acts like it owns the campus grounds.
Lounge and that we think we Although this may be true, the
have the right to tell people when fault does not lie with the lack of
they can come and go in the funds. The fault lies with
Lounge. These views are untrue priorities.
and unfair.
I realize that I am in no position
It is true that any organization to criticize something I know
within or outside of the little about, but I do know that
University that would like to use girls are being confronted by
the Lounge is referred to us after perverts; close to two thousand
going through the proper dollars has been stolen in three
channels. The only reason for this separate robberies. I also know
is so we can help if any setting up where and when Not to park iny
is required. We don’t tell people car!
SLG
how to run their event but we
have had experience in preparing
the Lounge for a wide variety of
Clouded Night
events so we know where
everything is. Few people know
where to get folding chairs or To the Editor:
card tables and even fewer ^ The night of November 7th
people know how to role up the brought a smashing victory to

Richard Nixon. On the morning
of November 8th there was no sun
in New England. Nature suffered
an upheavel. Record winds and
rains waged blackouts and
shutdowns.
At 7:30 a.m. Rollo May quested
the AM New York T.V. morning
show.
Host: And what do you make of
the election, Dr. May? How do
you apply your thoughts on love,
jealousy, power and innocence to
last night’s event?
May: Nixon capitalized on the
apathy of the nation. You see,
apathy is the consequence of
powerlessness. The American
people
find
themselves
hopelessly impotent in the face of
incurable war, violence and the
unsettling effects of our
technological society. They are
filled with fear. Their need to
fantasize an authority savior has
been projected onto Richard
Nixon who has cut his figinre into
the self-reliant image of their
need.
(Whatever happened to that
much studied ^jnerican demo
cratic ideal of individual respon
sibility engendered by a moral
sense, and exercised by an in
telligent freedom disciplined by
learning?)
The same morning The New
York Times celebrated the 75th
birthday of Dorothy Day. John
Cogley wrote that she may well
be numbered among the out
standing Christians of the
twentieth century. “When others
enthusiastically endorsed war—
against Franco and Hitler, for
example—she never abandoned
her belief in the ultimate futility
of brute force...and when others
of the literary-social avant-garde
at first looked upon her con
version as a kind of sell-out...they
could not have been more wrong.
Actually, Miss Day outdid all of
them in steadfastness of her
devotion to the poor, her
inexhaustible outrage with the
injustices in American life, her
opposition to war, and contempt
for bourgeois values.”
Minutes later a letter came
from her. It was filled with joyful
gratitude for “new young friends
and volunteers who come to us as
to a school, a “free university,”
and who learn to love and esteem
voluntary poverty and manual
labor (teachings of St. Francis
and St. Benedict).” She went on
to remind us in the words of the
great Teresa of Avila, that all
times are dangerous times. “The
word is hard,” Dorothy wrote,
but “the struggle against the all
encroaching State is harder.”
And when she concluded her
letter with hope for a better world
and joy “that so many young
people are practicising “sur
vival” in communes, or her-

mitages, in manual labor and to
some extent, the ascetic life,” I
thought immediately of Cathy
’Thorsby Delano.
Cathy is from these parts, has
traveled through the Haight Ashbery scene and eastward home,
became a sometime student at
Sacred Heart and went on to
study in the “free university” of
Dorothy Day’s Christian peaceful
non-violent anarchy.
Just a few weeks ago Cathy and
four others opened a soup kitchen
in the Nation’s capital, not
without official opposition. They
were told there was no need for
such things in Washington. On the
opening day of the soup kitchen,
significantly called Zaacheus
House, Cathy and her fellow
workers prepared soup for their
first five quests plus one. That
one was a tiny woman who ap
peared at the door just before
noon. Looking for the church in
Washington she arrived at
Zaacheus, and although her selfimposed order did not permit her
to eat in public she shared soup
with the household because, as
she said, “You are not the i»blic.
You are my brothers and sisters
because you serve the poor.” The
woman was Mother Theresa of
Calcutta who with her brothers
and sisters simply collect human
fragments left to die in the streets
of Calcutta to the streets of
Harlem. 'They help people die
humanly. When she left Zaacheus
she embraced Cathy. “Always do
this,” she said. “This is the work
of cihrist.”
Along side the State of
M assachusetts whose shores
have been indelibly impressed by
the feet of men and women on a
mission of vision which set this
nation in motion, only the District
of Columbia—home office for the
nation’s machinery and its chief
engineer—entrust^ its vote to
Nixon’s “loyal opposition.”
O happy political irony that
merits so great a visitation as a
few young people—fools for
Christ—making and dishing out
soup for the poor and himgry who
gather to be fed not at the White
House but a few blocks away at
Zaacheus House.
For those who see with eyes of
fire, the sun this morning was
very bright and the stars shine
even in the clouded night.
John Giuliani, Chaplain
November 8,1972

Unfair!
To the Editor:
One of the many controversial
issues around school is the
drinking policy made by Student
Government and now subject to
Senate approval.
This policy states, “no alcholic beverages nor the con
sumption of liquor when classes
are held with the exception of
B.E.I. Friday night classes.”
'This was brought about after
several unruly incidents had
taken place during student ac
tivities. (Also a DRAMATIC
letter from Mr. Brissette).
I realize Student Government
had to take some type of action

while taking the University and
the evening school students into
consideration. But my question
is—is this policy FAIR???
When this policy was drawn up,
many other considerations were
ignored—such as B.E.I. students.
I believe they deserve all the
respect given to any other night
school student on this campus.
(They even pay rent!!!).
During Friday night Socials,
B.E.I. students are subject to
incredible noise and a possible
drunk!! My contention is that
Student Government’s policy
indicates that SHU students (day
and evening) are entitled to more
consideration and respect than
B.E.I. students.
If Student Government finds it
in their jurisdiction to make
policies for the welfare of the
students, they should make these
policies for all of the students
receiving an education on this
campus whether they be SHU
students or any other students.
Gail Heid

“Reasons”
To th e E d ito r:

•" '“ 'TrnijipHi!

This is in response to a letter
written by a non Sacred Heart
student. Miss Elaine Cardinal.
Her letter was in reference to an
article I wrote for the OBELISK,
concerning WPSB’s now aborted
fromat change.
In my story, I stated that
Greater Bridgeport needs a good,
tightly programmed Top 40 radio
station. I made this statement
after examining various facts at
my disposal supplied by the ARB
rating service.
Miss Cardinal states that the
most listened to radio stations by
college students are: WCBS-FM,
WPLJ (FM), WOR-FM, NOW
WXLO (FM), and WNEW-FM.
This is fine, because she is 100
percent correct! Yes college
students do indeed listen to
WXLO(FM). WXLO is one of the
best, tightest programmed Top 40
rockers in the country. Also,
WCBS-FM has recently aban
doned its Progressive format for
lack of ratings and billings, and
has instituted a “Solid Gold” Top
40 format.
Students certainly do listen to
Progressive radio, although the
vast majority of students and
other people in my age group (20)
listen to Top 40 radio. As an
example, here are the results
from the April-May ARB taken in
New Haven. The results are in
order of popularity. (1) WNHC
(AM), Top 40; (2) WAVZ (AM),
Top 40; (3) WELI (AM), Good
music adult; (4) WCDQ (AM
Modern Country; (5) WPLR
(FM), Progressive Rock; (6)
WKCI (FM) Good Music Adult.
This poll was taken of young
adults 18 to 25 years old.
Again, I shall make my
statement, that the Park City
needs a good, tight Top 40 station.
Radio is a business, and a
business wants to make money. A
new Top 40 outlet in this city
would make a considerable
continued on page 7
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Oinkscale Holds
Double Job
Right up until his college life
began at U.B., Alvin T. Clinkscale might have been considered
the boy next door. A little tall and
handy with the basketball but
nothing extraordinary. But once
in college, it was discovered, he
was not just a little handy with
the basketball but, in reality,
very skillfull. He was on the team
and made All-American. From
there, he was scouted and played
pro-basketball with the Harlem
Globetrotters.
Mr. Clinkscale is a new ad
dition to Sacred Heart Univer-
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“Old Times”
The psychological question of
“what is valuable about the past
in relation to the past,” confronts
the audience of Sacred Heart
Universities’ dram a depart
m ent’s production of Harold
Pinter’s “Old Times” according
to, Claude McNeil, director and
head of the drama department.
“ Old Tim es,” currently in
production, makes its New
England premiere at the Sacred
Heart auditorium on Friday,
December first. The play por
trays a man, his wife, and the
wife’s friend of 20 years ago, who
seek life in their past ex
periences. “ U ltim ately,” Mr.
McNeil feels the play concerns
itself with “ the attem pt at
making meaning out of some
thing that you let go by, the
moments that you missed in
order to satisfy urges to make
money and perform social right
eousness . . . You can’t find life
in the past.”
Harold Pinter places the three
characters of Deely, Kate and
Anna in a large, contemporary,
country house in England. In his
(HToduction Mr. McNeil hopes to
transcend the locality of England
in order to make the characters
and setting representative of all
western civilization.
Deeley, played by Michael
Mahar, represents the successful
middle aged business man who is
bored with his life. Approaching
middle age, he is concerned
about the things he has not done.
Primarily, he feels the absence of
sensual pleasures in his life. Deeley’s wife Kate, played by
Susan Hyrad, becomes the most
infactually entrenched in the past
as she enters middle age. She
looks back on her youth
remembering the fear that
boredom and apathy would ac
company her later years. Now as
m id^e age ai^roaches, she is
wrapped up in the apathy,
loneliness and boredom of her
English seacoast home.
Anna, played by Eileen Ck>nway, is perhaps the only friend
Kate had 20 years ago. Anna con
cerns herself with only the tac
tile. She seeks the comfort of her
youthful sensual experiences
something she has lost on her
way to middle age. Unlike the
others, Anna does not directly
become apathetic but enters a
world of escapism. She feeds this
world with minor party games,
the forgings of petty jealousy and
the straight attempts at sensual
excitations.
All three of the characters,
according to Mr. McNeil, lack the
ability to be curious about a
world that has grown up about
them whUe they have remained
in the past. They lack the abUity
to be part of the contemporary
age.
Harold Pinter, is the most
highly respected playwright in

sity’s counseling staff. He holds
the double job of a financial aid
officer and a special aid coun
selor. Although one may think
that Mr. Clinkscale is holding an
odd position for one athletically
inclined, a look at his collegiate
life wUl prove the contrary. A
graduate of Central High School,
Mr. Clinkscale began college at
Arnold College in Milford but he
finished his academic career at
U.B. After playing pro basketbaU, he went into the service for
two years and intended to return
to his profession. At the time, he
was offered a job as varsity
coach at Notre Dame’s high
school. The thought of working in
a completely new building at
tracted him. He accepted the job.
Not only did he coach the basket
ball and track teams, but also he
taught Physical Education and
Science. He stayed at Notre
Dame for ten years and became
the assistant principal. He is also
a reading specialist.
Mr. Clinkscale believes it is
very worthwhile to help any
student who comes to him, but he
takes special interest in minority
students. He feels that because of
their problems they are dropping
out of school more rapidly than
other groups.

the English language, according
to Mr. McNeU, who went on to say
that some of Mr. Pinter’s plays
are the most controversial of the
20th century. Mr. Pinter
developed a style which the
critics found difficult to under
stand. His style finds its base in
the absurdist view of the theater,
“Some of the problems are
which Mr. McNeil explains, “is
real living being done in and financial and if someone wants to
around the unusual which is go to school, I don’t think that
essentially real.” “Old Times,” because of a lack of money they
which first appeared last spring should be deprived of this.” Mr.
in New York, Mr. McNeil Clinkscale’s office is located in
believes to be the most important the south wing in the Student
statement made in the theater in Personnel Office.
the recent years.
Besides “Old Times,” Harold
Pinter has written “Caretaker,”
Homecoming,” and “Birthday
Party.” Pinter has also written
numerous movies that include
“Accident” and “The Quiller
Memorandum.”

Consumer League
Makes Precautions
The Fairfield County Con
sumer League, room N217, today
announced three investigations of
items concerning area shoppers.
Noting the rapid ai^roach of
Christmas and the attendant
problems of gift shopping, the
organization is taking precau
tions to help make it a safe
holiday season for all.
Prime importance is being
given to a survey of local stores in
an effort to locate unsafe toys and
to get them off the market. Each
year many items have been found
to break after only a few hours of
use. Broken pieces of toys, and
sometimes whole, properly
functioning ones, are m ani
pulated by chUdren in a manner
which often results in loss of an
eye, cuts, bums, swallowing of
the object, and other injuries.
'The reported sale of a type of
stove, believed by FCCL to have
been banned from the market
place, has touched off an inquiry
into the matter. Details should be

Mr.
who direetS'-ttM
play, is himself a playwright who
had his play “Felix” produced
very successfully off Broadway
last year. Mr. McNeU has also
directed the drama group at
Sacred Heart through aU their
past successes that include the
“The Last Sweet Days of Isac,”
“ C abaret” and the weekly
production of “Cabaret.”
Mr. McNeil, who chose the
play, feels that it is necessary for
the people of the community and
especially the University com
munity to realize and to be ex
posed to what is happening in the
theater world.

objMtives aM die u ltim a te ro ^
to be taken by the institution.
Such is the program Sacred
Heart has in the making as the
adm inistrators devour them
selves into the planning and
carrying through process of the
five-year-plan.
Some of the more important
issues to the students that are
listed in the five-year plan are
tuition rate increases over a five
year schedule.
A projected enrollment at the
University for a five-year period
is also one of the main elements
of the five-year plan. Most
Claude McNeil feels that the universities generally are
Sacred Heart drama group is the building new additions to their
best in the area; not many in the campuses and Sacred Heart is
community would disagree. If contemplating this same issue. It
“Old ’Times” is produced as well seems like a good idea from this
as the previous productions, it comer.
should be very successful. The
Also, a restatement or revision
play will be presented Friday and of the general objectives of the
Saturday nights for three suc University looms ahead and is
cessive weekends, beginning probably the most important
December first. Sacred Heart single element in the plan.
students will be admitted free to
However, before any elements
the Friday night performances. of the five-year plan go into ef-

What Happened to those Movies

Bill O’Brien, FCCL {»eadent,
further announced that, as the
result of a single c(»nidaiiit, the
group is now investigatii^ a
certain model in automobile
alleged to have an inordinately
high rate of failure in window
mechanisms. Anyone being
subject to wind, rain and cold air
because of a car window refusing
to raise itself should report the
occurrence, along with the car
model and year, to the FCCL
office.
The job facing the Consumer
League,
a
volunteer
organization, is a
one. To be
effective, widespread citizen
support is needed. Students in
terested in helping FCCL
members in any current in
vestigation or in any other area
affecting their wallet or pocketbook, should make th«r interest
known by a note or in person at
the FCCL office.

Tues. Nov. 14th at 4:00 in the president of CALM (Conlibrary auditorium there will necticut Associatitm of the
be a slide lecture on natural Lamaze Method) will conduct
childbirth sponsored by the the lecture. All are welcmne to
Science Club.
attend and admission is free.
Mrs. Linda Grossberg co-

Processing 5 Year Plan
There comes a moment in
every college and university’s
functioning when a system of
long range planning must be

forthcoming soon.

feet, an approval must be made
by both the University Senate and
inevitably by the Board of
Trustees. .They have the all

Mock

^Trial’L

The Steering Committee,
deliberating the possibilities
involved in the five-year plan,
thus far have come up with one
proposal which cannot be here
revealed as it still is under close
examination. Here is where the
word tentative comes into im
portance.

At 11:00 A.M. on Tuesday, Nov.
16, our second annual Mock Trial
will be presented, free ot charge,
to the students of S.H.U. The trial
is to be sponsored
the Con
vocation Committee. The pur
pose of these Mock Trials is to
familiarize the student with the
often
unintelligible
legal
process.’
This
trial,
which
is
In closing, the Steering
really
only
a
live
demwistration,
Committee is considering how
the five-year plan should be pertains to the credibility of a
implemented wMch then must be witness’ perception of an event
approved by both the Senate and leading to an arrest. Playing the
Board of Trustees. Hovering roles of the three attcmieys are,
head and shoulders above you guessed it, three practicing
Joan
Farcus,
everything at this point however, attorneys;
Salvatore
Depiano
and
Ral{di
is the tentative state the plan is
Palmesi. The witness remains a
now in.
secret at this time.

Parking
Lot Issue
The last issue of the Obelisk
reported a middle-aged man
driving aroung the parking lots of
SHU propositioning girls as they
were going to their cars. Since
then there have been four more
incidents and the middle-aged
man is not alone! There is now
another man in a brown or tan
(Cadillac roaming our parking
lots.

Several weeks ago, one of ment President, commented, “It
Sacred Heart University’s won’t be until the second
fraternities. Sigma Tau Omega, semester when additional funds
conducted a poll concerning 30 will be available to pay for these
movies that are available for fUms.”
Captain Maloney of SHU’s
showing. Participating in this
Security
Force has said his hands
Funds are not available at the
survey were 300 students. The
are tied because diere are no
present
time
due
to
the
loss
on
the
students were asked to select
written reports (complaints) of
films which they would like to Malo concert and the Thurber the incidents handed into his
production.
Other
deciding
see. Out of 30 films 15 were
office.
chosen by the students to be in the factors concerning the lack of
funds are some students haven’t
most demand.
Captain Maloney suggests that
paid their activity fees while
The reason given as why these others are waiting for their loans if there are any further incidents
films should be presented is to fill to be approved. If and when these they should be reported imme^ately to the Security Office
in the Tuesday Night movie spot
funds are made available, it will
with additional films for the be up to the Student Government or the Fairfield Police Dept. An
enjoyment of the student body. to approve the spending of these accurate description of the man
and the liscense number of the
When asked about the films funds on the 15 movies selected car should be included in the
Greg Collins, Student Govern- by the student body.
report.

“ EXCELSIOB”

The motto of New York State is
"E xcelsior,” metlnittg “ Ever
UpwaTd!” The Stkte Sower is Sie
rose; the State tree, the sugar
maple; the State bird, the
bluebird; the State gem, the
garnet. These and hundreds of
other facts are listed in “New
York, the Empire S tate,”
available free from the State
(Commerce Department, 112
State St., Albany. N.Y. 12207.

RELAX
SMOKE A RlPSr
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Novak Comes to SHU

New Name for SHU?

,ampu4
'News

Sacred Heart is once again from the diocese. The final break
encountering the problem of will entail the changing of the
defining its position to the Universities name.
community outside of our three
In light of this fact, a poll is
buildings.
In
defining
ourselves
being
taken of all constituents of
By Andrea Ja n iu z i
we are a Catholic University. this University to find a new
Some members of this University name for Sacred Heart. Please
Important Junior
Class
Meeting......... Tuesday, Novem including students, faculty, and take this poll seriously,
ber 14 at 11:00 in room So. 101. administration, feel that this is a especially considering the fact
Attendance is a must. Please stigma which has been placed that the most opportune time for
come and voice your opinions! upon us unjustly. Through the changing the name, of this
course of our ten years, we have University would be on Charter
You can really shake a been gradually drifting away Day, March 14.
le g .........at the La Hispanida<1
Social, Friday, November 17, in
the cafe. I.D.’s required.
1) Do you think the name of this University SHOULD be changed?
Thanksgiving
Food
Drive . . . . . Please help Beta
Delta Phi Sorority in making
Thanksgiving Day a special day
for underprivileged families in
the Bridgeport area. The drive
will nm from Nov. 13th to 17th.
Canned foods, boxed foods and
turkey donations will be greatly
appreciated.
“What we don’t want anymore is
just what they’ve always wan
ted.” Please keep bringing in
articles of clothing, canned foods
and toys for Sigma Tau Omega’s
Appalachian Drive.

YES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NO_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
a) WHY?_

2) Do you feel changing the name of the University will really be the final break
from the diocese? YES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NO_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
a) State reason if YES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
b) If no, what do you think it will take to finally break from the diocese..

-P le a se return these polls to boxes in the alcove.-

WSHU Programming
Sacred Heart University radio
is entering its tenth year of oper
ation. Since its conception,
WSHU has undergone some very
radical changes. The station had
been funded and controlled by the
Diosese of Bridgeport until Jan
uary of 1972. At that time, the
University officially assumed the
burden of operating the FM radio
station.
The broadcast day begins
bright and early for WSHU’s
listening audience. Sign on oc
curs at 8:15 am, with an update of
overnight events from American
FM Radio, a service of ABC
News. Directly following news,
there is an hour and 10 minutes of
religious programming spon
sored by a grant from the Diosese
of Bri(^eport. WSHU performs
an invaluble service to shutins,
and other such individuals who
cannot attend religious services
daily.
Classical Music is the fare from
9:30 until 1:00PM. Patty Keane, a
student, is in charge of Classical
Programming.
“It is one of the most popular
programs on the station,” Miss
Keane told the Obelisk, and hope
fully in the near future, its selec
tions will be expanded, she
continued.
WSHU talks between 1:00 and
2:00 PM with Casper Citron, and

Profiles. Mr. Citron’s show is of Purple Patches, is a bi-weekly
originated from the Algonquin “Election ’72” summary with
Hotel in New York City, and dis Public Affairs Director Ray
tributed by WQXR. The program Hasselman. Mr. Hasselman des
is heard throughout the country. cribes this report as a conversa
Profile’s Features a different tion, not a formal report.
Station Manager Frank Luongo
topic daily, and is heard at 1:30.
Music is the message at 2:00 told the Obelisk, that the stations
PM. The “Sound of the New Programming is proceding
Troubadors” is a name that ahead at a satisfactory rate.
Mr. Luongo went on by saying
baffles many, but by listening to
it, you’ll soon be addicted to it. that the future looks bright in
Troubadors includes Folk, Folk deed for WSHU. The station has
Rock, and encompasses artists applied to the Corporation for
such as James Taylor, Carole Public Broadcasting for a de
King, and Carly Simon to name a velopment grant. If this Federal
grant were to materialize, it
few.
would enable the station to ex
When six pm rolls around, it’s tend its programming to benefit
time for “Sound of Rock” , l ^ a t the community more.
is the Sound of Rock? It’s a con
WSHU is now awaiting equip
glomeration of anything that fits ment on order, to update its
the mood of whoever is on the air physical plant. Sacred Heart’s
at the time.
radio station has also received
Purple Patches is a mixture of authorization to increase its
music, poetry, thought and cul power output to 1000 watts. The
ture. Purple Patches is recom only obstacle in the way of the
mended for someone who wants power increase, is money. The
more out of radio than just music. cost of the needed equipment is
Purple Patches is heard every $4500. The increase hopefully will
evening at 10:00PM.
occur some time next year.
Music is not the only form of
programming heard during the
afternoon and evening on WSHU.
Newstrack is a daily wrap-up of
the events, and it can be listened
to afternoons at 5:15pm.
Another feature, which is part

SHU students should make a
conscious effort to attend for it
will [X'ove to be interesting and
beneficial.

The U. S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team will be at Sacred
Heart University on Monday and
Tuesday the 20th and 21st of
November to discuss officer
programs available to students.
The Platoon Leaders Class
(K jC) program is available to
the undergraduate in both the
ground and aviation fields.
Successful completion of PLC
training is culminated with
commissioning as a lieutenant of
Marines upon graduation from
college.
The program does not interfere

Campus Center
Tuesday, October 31, the first
meeting for the proposed Campus
Center took place. Attending Ais
meeting were the presidents of
each class, IFC, Student
Government, Mr. Calabrese, and
Miss Anger, assistant coor
dinator of Student Activities.
The purpose of this meeting
was to discuss the idea of a future
Campus Center. Some ideas were
tossed around, but other ideas
are needed and are more than
welcome.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, Nov. 14th in the Ac
tivities Center in the south wing.
The meeting is open to all. If you
have anything to say, now is the
time.

with your college career because
all training takes place in the
summer on a voluntary basis.
Eligible PLC members can earn
$100 a m<Hith every month of the
academic year—up to $2700 in a
college career.
The PLC {HTOgram also offo*s a
chance to learn to fly frbe while in
college.
Seniors and graduates may
enroll in the officer candidate
course and attend after
graduation.
Law school deferments are
available to qualified students.
The team visiting the campus
will be located in the placement
office from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM.
biformation on 'The Marine
Officer Programs can be ob
tained by contacting Hie Marine
Officer Selection Office, Post
Office Building, 135 High Street,
Hartford, Connecticut 06101.
Phone 244-2168 or 244-2169.

The Fairfield Chess Club
invites the public to its
meeting Monday night, Nov.
20, starting at 7 p.m. at the
south end of the cafeteria at
Sacred Heart University.
Those planning to attend are
asked to bring chess sets and
clocks if possible.

Marine Corp. Recruiter

Proposed Spain Trip
Mr. Thomas J. Calabrese,
coordinator of Student Activities,
is planning a group trip,
hopefully to Spain. He was
originally considering sponsoring
the trip over the Christmas
recess. However, because both
plane and hotel fares at that time
of year are above, and beyond the
average student means, it was
decided that it would be wiser to
plan it for die March mid

Unbelief, The. Experience of
Nothingness, The Rise (rf the
UnmeltaUe Ethnics) and has
travelled for a month through the
countryside of South Vietnam
during the Vietnamese election of
1967.
Mr. Novak has taught with
Ivan Illich in Cuernavaca,
Mexico. He campaigned for
Robert F. Kennedy in Oregon and
California in 1968, and covered
the Democratic Convention in
Chicago for Commonweal. In
1970, he worked with Sargeant
Shriver to help elect Democratic
congressmen all around the
country. An associate editor of
three major religious journals,
Christian Century, Christianity
and Crisis, and the Journal of
Ecumenical Studies, Mr. Novak
also contributes to Commentary,
Harper’s, The New Republic, and
several other journals.

Marines Come to SHU

3) Do you think changing the name of the University will "throw people off"?
i.e. enrollment. YES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NO_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4) What would you suggest as a new name for the University?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Don’t forget to pre-register for
next semester during the week of
November 13-17,

Often times a student may sit
alone somewhere in a quiet
comer asking himself where
exactly he is heading m' what
type of future this country has in
store for him. There are so many
questions being asked and so
many left unanswered for us.
In the upcoming convocation,
scheduled for Nov. 14 at 11:00
a.m. in the school auditorium,
Mr. Michael Novak, an Associate
Professor of Philosophy and
Religious Studies a t the
University of New Ydrk in Old
Westbury, will be making his
appearance. His lecture, entitled
“Who Are We, We Americans?
Seven Seals,” will entail the
changes America has undergone
since 1945. The United States,
being the new world empire, has
committed itself to technology
and is paying the cost. Also in
cluded in his presentation wiU be
such questions as: Who wiU the
young become? What shall they
do?
Mr. Novak, who has written
eight books (including Belief and

semester break.
The group wUl fly via well
known airlines and will be
registered only in reputable
hotels throughout their stay.
Anyone who is interested in
joining the group or who has any
suggestions for a vacation
wonderland should contact Mr.
Calabrese in the Student Ac
tivities Center on the second floor
of the south wing.

Comes to SHU
November 20th and 21st
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SH U Crime Report
N-4762 D by Vinnie Love

Student Government Meeting
Minutes
November 2,1972

The meeting was called to
order by Student Government
President Gregory Collins at
Like some ’67 or ’68 brown communicate with Flaming 11:00 A.M. in Room S202.
Cadillac Named Desire, Crime in Fifties and all he embodies.
Riding the coattails of Crime in Members in Attendance:
the Streets is here. As if his good
looks, well groomed blondish hair the Streets unprecedented suc Emily O’Connor
and mustache, expensive clothes cess, Vandalism in Our Schools is Jim Avenia
and tallness were his ticket stub slowly, like some overweight Mai*y Miko
disease, becoming a rich man. Lynn O’Donnell
to immortality.
It is almost as if Crimd has With almost $2000 in his soiled Mike Gallagher
created his own late 19S0’s Police pocket already. Vandalism was Mike Sommer
Gazette reality and is illuminated heard to make this statement Ed Diorio
by it. I was ready for Crime. ccHiceming his plans for the Keith Donnelley
National Business Review, <h* moolah, “I only need $500 and AI Bartelson
some
radically
intuitive I’ve got that down payment on Rick Frank
publication, had predicted this the McDonald’s franchise.” Frank Savigrano
mess ages ago. Listen- Although there is no description Ann Marie Super
“ . . Rape, the Jam e’s Bond out (m this nefarious pawn of the Gregory Collins
shadowing of coeds, jaded ideas caiHtalist consciousness, none, it
Members absent with cause:
about sex and atheism are s t ^
goes beyond saying, is necessary.
in a logical progressitm stem “It all goes back to the people” he Kathy McMahon
ming from this sexual revcdution was heard to have fantasized
poisoning the minds of the after one of his heavier ripoffs. $2,600 was allotted for the
Thurber show done by William
executives of tomorrow.”
With such little experience with
The question that frenches my Crime and Vandalism, I can only Windom and no definite reports
mind is; Who is this voyeuristic generalize as to the implications are available on money brought
Crime? Least important; Why is of these seemingly Latter Day in from this event.
he terrorizing S.H.U? and What is Saints. If I were paranmd, I
our vaunted Chet and his un would probably say- Reality and $5,000 was used for the Malo
daunted vigilantes going to do its Bittersweet Connotations is Concert-$1,000 of this on a grant.
about this character from a {dotting to envelope the school in Chairman Jim Avenia reports
that they barely broke even on
seamier America?
s(Hne kind of back alley blues the concert; however, there is a
One would think that In Tbe image.
possibility of a $100 profit.
Street might realize that Jam e’s
Since this Communist Rag
Dean come-ons like ‘‘Wanta take
spin in my Caddie baby?” and doesn’t pay me to make The exact financial profits w
“Talk to me. I’m londy,” don’t psychological adjustments, I can (feficits are not known at this
appeal to today’s esoteric college only say- When one is rich and time for either of the two above
owns brown Cadillacs, one can mentioned events; periodic
woman.
It is good to have someone like afford to drive around campus all reports will be given on these
Crime visit the campus day getting off on that vicarious items.
regularly. Just like bank officials bedroom scene engendered by
and Coast Guard recruiters. In coeds walking to their cars after It has been reported and verified
The Streets is another link with classes. When one is poor, and is that $647 has been stolen. ($500 of
That off campus reality. In fact, forced to rifle money from such the Malo Concert and $147 of the
some of the female students have altruistic institutions as the Coffee-house money.)
taken to teasing their hair and Evening School Office, one must
wearing capris with their black think in terms of 100 per cent Mr. Calabrese proposed that the
Student Activity and other fees be
suede dancing alioes in efforts to beqt^
paid immediately upon reg-“
istration. He also noted that 270

S.G. M inutes
students have not yet paid their
Activity Fees because of the loan
processing.
Greg Collins proposed that an
analysis be made of the latest
activity-fee-sponsored event ( ^ .
the Thurber show and the Malo
concert).
“Why didn’t people attend?”
Possible reasons given were:
Cost for the Ivy Weekend—
10.50 without SHU I.D. card
8.50 with SHU I.D. card
S.G. reps, felt that the prices
were too high.
Length of weekend—S.G. reps,
felt that the three nights were
unnecessary; especially for
students coming from Waterbury, Stamford, New Haven,
Greenwich, etc. It was the con
sensus of opinion th at the
weekend was too intensely
packed with action.
Publicity—S.G. reps, noted that
the publicity for tiie Ivy Weekend
was not soon enough and there
was a scarcity of it. The Thurber
show was publicized in area
newspapers whereas the Malo
concert was not and S.G. reps,
feel that this was a detriment to
its success.
Freshm an elections will be
handled by Al Bartelson and
Lynn O’Donnell. A meeting will
be held on Tuesday, Nov. 7 for all
freshman and elections are to be
held in two weeks.
President Gregory Collins stated
that “mailboxes will be set up
near the Cafeteria very soon for
Sbident Government reps, and
officers.”

Queens Contest
Last Thursday evening the
The girl chosen by a panel of
curtain opened once again on the judges as Ivy Weekend Queen
1972 Queen Pageant, a traditional 1972 was Palma Ferrante, a
opening to Ivy Weekend. The junior at SHU and a member of
girls representing various Gamma Phi Delta Sorority. She
organizations on campus were represented Sigma Tau Omega
presented, first in sportswear Fraternity, a social action
then in evening gowns, to a half- fraternity on campus. The
filled auditorium made up mostly runners up were: (First) Laura'
of students, alumni, and parents, (^iriconi. Class of 1973 (Second)
on a stage of shining red.
Diane Cenci, Kreuzfahrer
Candidates in the IFC spon Fraternity, and (Third) Cookie
sored event were judged on Dragone, Beta Delta Phi
personality appearance, poise, Sorority.
and the ability to answer
Avril Hariman, last year’s
questions spontaneously. Donna winner, took the traditional walk
Bonessi and Carol Dempsey were receiving a warm welcoming
co-hostesses and gave added bits applause. Miss Isabel Muchado
of information about the can provided the entertainm ent
didates’ likes, dislikes, and between judging session, with
special characteristics as Joe
two solo selections from “West
Marrone, master of ceremonies Side
Story.”
for the evening in tuxedo and
A
celebration
in honor of the
boutonniere casually asked the
candidates their questions with a newly selected queen, Palma
touch of humor, making it one of Ferrante, was held after the
this concert, and even more so the more leisurely of the Ivy contest at the Publick House of
that these highly talented young Weekend Queen contests.
the Stratford Motor Inn.
m «i had to come from San
Francisco to play for such an
unexpectedly small group of
people.
However, the members of all
three groups, especially Malo,
were pleased with the en
Susan Holahan, of Stamford, mental planning, layout and
thusiasm of those who attended. has been named news director of supervision of makeup of regular
For this they were rewarded with Sacred Heart University She daily pages, as well as makeup of
one <rf the greatest concerts ever started her duties on M Jay, special food, fashion and Sunday
sections of the paper. She was
sponsored in the area.
Nov. 6.
Malo brought Uie audience to
She replaces Mrs. M. Dennis also a feature w riter and
their feet dancing to the music on Schneider, news director since reporter.
After four years experience on
the floor, on the risers, and even September, 1971, who is
the Herald-American, she joined
right up to the stage. The relocating to the Boston area.
the Boston College Office of
audience was captivated by the
Mrs. Holahan formerly was Public Relations. While there,
fantastic musical ability aikl
perscmalities of these superb assistant women’s editor of the she was assistant editorial
S y r a c u s e H e r a l d - J o u r  director and associate of
showmen.
To some now a great memory, nal American in Syracuse, New “Thursday Reporter,” an ad
to those who did not attend a York. Her duties included m inistration newspaper, and
great mistake and maracas to responsibilities for c(^y editing, edited a monthly alumni
daily page makeup, depart publication.
those who had a great catch.

Malo Music, latin plus
Malo, nationally acclaimed ten
member rock group, recently
enlivened the scene at Sacred
Heart University. Joining them
were Eggs Over Easy and the
Rick McDonald Group. The
concert was sponsored by the
In te r-F ra te rn ity
S orority
Council, with the support of
Student Goverunent, as part of
the annual Ivy We^end.
La, La, La, L a ,...........La, La,
La, L a .............. ECHOED
throu^out the gym due to the
lack of student su{^x»t. Instead
of {daying for an expected 12
hundred Malo had to play fw a
disgraceful three huiKired.
Why do students scream
“concert, concert, concert” udien
they have no intentions of sup
porting them. It seems a shame
that a number
dedicated
people worked so hard in getting

Susan Holahan Becomes
News Director

Mr. Calebrese is looking into the
possibility of a floor-covering for
the gym.
The new $300 S.G. owned
spotlight will be rented out to
organizations when needed. Hie
extremely fragile lightbulb used
for it is priced at $34; it was noted
that after two uses the light
burned out because of improper
handling.
The Convocations Committee is
asking for $4500; this has not yet
been granted and is being locked
into by a committee of students.
S.G. reps. Al Bartelson and Rick
Frank have been designated to
the Convocations Committee
along with students Vin Love and
Wade Hampton to represent the
best interests of the students.
It was proposed that Dr. Bordeau, (Chairman of the Con
vocation Committee be invited to
the next S.G. meeting to discuss
the matter of funds.
A motion was made to the effect
that “All part time day students,
who so desire, may take ad
vantage, starting January of
1973, of the option of paying $25 or
nothing for the Stu^nt Activity
Fee.”
The motion was seconded by
Emily O’Connor.
The vote was taken:
FOR AGAINST ABSTENTIONS
12

0

0

It was prc^osed that we invite the
evening students in to discuss the
matter.
Lynn O’Donnell, S.G. Vice Pres,
requested $50 for the Conn. Inter
scholastic Legislature need for
yearly dues at a meeting to be
held on Nov. 5 at the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy in New London.
The request was put in motion
form and then seconded by
Michael Sommer.
The vote was taken:
FOR AGAINST ABSTENTIONS
10

0

1

The meeting was adjourned at
12:02. Meetings on Nov. 9 and 1
will be held in room S202 at 11:00
A.M.

Halloween
Party
Saturday, October 28, marked
the end of another Ivy Weekend
and this one went out with a bang.
The Inter-Fraternity Sorority
Council climixed the weekend of
activities with a Halloween
costume party held at Pinecrest
County Club.
Close to three hundred students
attended the highly successful
evening dressed in the proper
attire—a Halloween costume.
Prizes were awarded to; Delta
Phi Omega as the MAFIA,
George Rex and company as
M.A.S.H., and Joan Sciarra as
Aunt Jemima.
However all present awarded
prizes of love and appreciation to
two of the greatest people ever—
Rose and Betty—dressed as the
S.H.U. clowns.
’The evening was complimented
by free beer and music provided
by “Waterwitch” a highly sen-,
sational group.

"We are looking for a student to sell
our 8 track tapes. We are respected
throughout the country as producing a
premium product, have your own
thriving business. We cany almost 500
selections of all types of music. Soul,
Pop, Oldies, Country & Western, Pop
ular, Etc. If you are interested call
Melody Recordings Inc. (201) 5759430 ask for either Mr. Jonas or Mr.
Reid.’’

iilllf
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ecte to agent N-«0«
with That flash of Ii#tning
in your eyes
i knew that you knew
yes
j^iysics was the answer,
with your eastern mtad as rwi
and your double knit suit as bait
i saw you fishing in toe stream of love,
you were an accountant
she was a legal secretary
as you sipped at your daiquiris,
ydt truth
like some debriefed secret agent
walks Those city streets
after a rainfall
kmking like humphrey bogart.
pentecostals
mystias
uratarians
your kindness and loving smiles
like some panzer division of fat landlatoes
evicted him from your country squire reality.
n- 600 self a i^ in te d prophet of cosmic indifference
be not bitter
lest we avert your port wine s{toere of influence
as we pass you on That escalator
to the Records and Tapes Apartment.

Life is but a shadow
A figment of the mind
Into which
And from which
Each day comes
And goes
Until
Filled with boredom
We free ourselves
Larry Schields

vin love

BLACK is the COLOR of
my TRUE LOVE’S SKIN
Black Black Black, is the color
of my true Jove’s skau „
I love my love.
Ilis skin is dark and pure as honey.
When he gets his pay, I get toe money.
I love my love.
His hair is long and coarse.
His lips are full and round.
I love my love.
His eyes are dark and tired.
His nose is fiat and wide
I love my love.
His hands are those of a working man.
His frame is a strong one.
I love my love.
My man is a BLACK man.
He is my man.
He is my past and my future.
He is my love.
Black is the color
of my true love’s skin.

Judy C. Fogle

Meandering
like a slow moving
crud.
he stumbles, slouches, slushes,
saunters.
a sludgeling.
smokey smiles
slither into
nervia.
misted, moulded
fish eyes
blearing and peering,
incessantly molesting
adolescent misses
(any asses) i
as Marat and Sade,
he slashes,
wishes for it.
mangy dog!!
Emily O’Connor

MM

Of him I asked
When?
To me he said
Now
Of him I asked
How?
To me he said
Easily
And he climbed toe stairs
And I followed close behind
And the bombs fell
And we both
Died
There
Larry fie ld s

alone, darkness p th e rs quickly
around me. lookinp out the
window i see the last light of
tod.. V’s !.un. tonight’s first star
begins to .toine in the dark sky above
the moon’s lights come throu^
the window, i’m alone at one with loneliness.
Lisa Hudakl
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Paint-In With Maitin
“What the hell’s going on in
there?” was the most common
reaction by students walking by
the Center Lounge on Tuesday,
October 31st. This response was
due to the Paint-In led by Mr.
Sam Maitin, an artist invited to
the University by Father
Loughrey.
The lounge floor was cluttered
with enthusiastic amateur artists
equipped with paint, paper and
brushes. The idea of the Paint-In
was for each individual to ex
press a written message. As Mr.
Maitin stated, “Look at them,
they are as close to poetry as they
will ever be in their lives.” All the
paintings were free expressions
of individual feelings. The scene
was described by Mr. Maitin “as
a group of people painting
without being uptight.”

freedom and ascetic values but
more important is that all of the
people who participated received

The act of painting is a form of
extreme creativity which teaches
two lessons according to Mr.
M aitin. These lessons a re

personal enjoyment and also
learned to let go and paint vvdiat
they felt.
The Paint-In attracted artists
of all ages and various talents.
One of the youngest, a nine year
old named Lisa Roberts ex
pressed her clear and to the point
message; Love is everything. At
the very top of the paper Lisa had
printed “I^ve Makes Joy” and
painted arrows pointing in all
directions benea& it. She wrote
“love and joy use it” on the side
of the arrows. When asked where
she had gotten the idea, she
explained that she had “made
some poems for Father Giuliani
and one was about joy and love,
so I wanted to make a painting to
go with it.” Lisa was just one
example of the enthusiasm ex
pressed during the Paint-In.
On the whole, the day proved to
be one of sharing and unitysomething this University should
experience more often.

Harambee
Many Black Children Un
protected Against Polio, Doctor
Reports Polio Rampant Amongst
Blacks
Washington, D.C. The number
of Black children who are not
protected against polio would not
be so alarmingly high if their
parents could remember the days
when this crippling disease was a
constant menace, says Dr.
Roland B. Scott, professor and
chairman of the department of
pediatrics at Howard University
Medical School.
Dr. Scott was responding to
government statistics which
show that half the children in
many inner city areas are not
fully immunized against polio. In
—all,-says the center for disease
control, a third of all children in
the one-to-four-years age group
have not received the full series
of polio vaccine doses.
Dr. Scott and pediatrician
members of the National Medical
Association are urging parents to
make sure that their children are
fully protected against polio. The
association, with headquarters in
Washington is the nation’s
largest organization of Black
Physicians.
“Those of us who were prac
ticing in the days before the
vaccine remember what a
terrible scourge polio was, said
Dr. Scott. “ Paralysis is a
dreadful thing, particularly when
it afflicts a young person. And
there were deaths, too.”

“Then came the Salk and Sabin
vaccines, which have almost
eliminated polio. But I’m afraid
the public is being lulled into a
false sense of security.”
“Now that the disease seems to
have disappeared, we tend to
take things for granted, and
occasionally we get lax.”
Dr. Scott considered it
“amazing” that any child should
be unprotected, considering that
the vaccine is readily available
and can be given quickly and
painlessly.
“We have a vaccine that is
extremely easy to give, he
pointed out. It is taken by the
mouth, without the need for an
injection, and it is both safe and
effective. The Sabin vaccine is
both safe amd effective.” The
Sabin vaccine in use today can be
given either from a paper cup or
from a dispette, an oral pipette
that allows the doctor to flick the
few drops of vaccine into the
child’s mouth. Either way takes
only seconds.
“Every major city has health
stations, well-baby clinics, and
family clinics where the vaccine
is available free,” Dr. Scott said.
“Transportation is not a factor in
cities, as it is in many rural
communities.”
Where many parents go wrong.
Dr. Scott w am ^ , is in assuming
that the dose of polio vaccine
given in the first year of life is
enough. To help insure lifelong
protection,
the American

Academy of Pediatrics recom
mends five doses of the vaccine,
including a final dose several
years after the first doses are
given.
“In order to maintain im
munity, it is necessary to get that
final dose. Dr. Scott stresses.
Dr. Scott blames parents
neglect of polio immunization on
a “communications gap” in some
inner-city areas, where not
enough people are told of the vital
necessity ot protection against
polio and other infectious
diseases.
Dosage recommendations for
newborn children, the Center for
D i^ M Control recommends two
“ doses of the vaccine six weeks
apart in the first year of life, with
the third dose the next year. An
additional dose is recommended
when the child enters school.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics’ recommendation is
as follows; a dose at two months,
at four months, and at six months
and when the child is one and a
half years old. An additional dose
is prescribed when the child is
four to six years old.
Editors Note: The Harambee
column is a contribution from the
Black Student Union. The name
Harambee is ttie name of a
monthly newspaper that deals
with communication among
minorities.

''Quackser Fortune Has A Cousin In the Bronx”
“ Q uackser F ortune Has a
Cousin 'i n the B ronx,’’ the
comedy-drama of one m an’s fight

against being industrialized.
opens at the SHU Theatre on Nov.
21.

Filmed in Dublin, “Quackser
Fortune” stars Gene Wilder in
the title role of a rugged in
dividualist who takes pride in his
distinctive
occupation
of
collecting and peddling organic
horse fertilizer. Margot Kidder
co-stars as a young exchange
student from Connecticut who
teaches Quackser love, American
style.
Wilder, who was nominted for
an Academy Award for his
stunning comedy performance in
“ The Producers,’’ made a
hilarious screen debut as the
undertaker in “ Bonnie and
Clyde.” His unique brand of
comedy is also to be seen in
“Start the Revolution Without
Me,” a film in which he stars in a
dual role. Miss Kidder, selected
as the “Most Outstanding New
Talent in Canadian Film s,”
confirmed her right to the ac
colade in “Gaily, Gaily.”
“ Quackser Fortune” was
directed in color by Waris
Hussein from an original
screenplay by Gabriel Walsh.
Sidney Glazier served as
executive producer.

Brent Art Work
on Display
Paintings by Edwin and Irene
Brent are now on display in the
auditorium foyer. They are being
presented as part of Father
L oughery’s E xp erim en tal
Gallery program.
Edwin Brent has been making
a name for himself in the
Philadelphia area by his studies
of houses and buil^ngs in the
Cape May and Manayunk areas.
Mr. Brent is an engineering
graduate of the University of
Michigan. He also studied at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts in Philadelphia. Mr. Brent
won a scholarship to the
Academie de la Grande Chaumin
in Paris where he studied for two
years. He later studied at the

Letters.

.

.

amount of money for the owners
of the radio station. Also, there is
a proven market for Top 40. The
April-May ARB taken in
Bridgeport, has shown that the
number one station in the market
is WBLI (FM), Patchouge, L.I.
WBLI is a good top 40 station,
WXLO (FM).
It seems that the letter, which
was addressed to the problem of
radio formats in Bridgeport, was
also used as a soap box to dump
on the University’s WSHU (FM).
Miss Cardinal in effect has stated
that she feels it is a waste of time
to air Classicai Music and news
programming which are heard on
WSHU (FM). Miss Cardinal,
please read up on the purpose of
radio. Within the Federal
Communication Commission’s
rules and regulations governing
radio, you will find tiiat the
medium exists to “serve the
public.” You may not appreciate
Classical Music, or news
programming, but you are not
the only public.
Thank you.
Carl Rossi
Former Program Director,
WSHU (FM)

“Late, but . .
To the Editor:
I would have to agree with
Emily O’Connor’s statement (in
the last Obelisk) that the war in
Southeast Asia is one of the most
controversial campaign topics in
this presidential election year of

Statens Kunst Akademi and the
Art Student’s League in New
York. He is presently working
fulltime in an advertising agency
in Pennsylvania.
Irene Brent met her husband
while they were both students at
the Pennsylvania Academy. She
too studied at La Grand Chaumia
and at Montclaire, New Jersey.
Her style is almost the coun
terpoint of Mr. Brent’s. He uses
mostly angular patterns while
she leans toward the use of
curves.
The Brents have two children,
Elaine and Stephen. Their
daughter will graduate from high
school at the end of this academic
year. Their son is an art major at
Syracuse University.

.
1972. What has Richard Nixon
done to end the war? He has
invaded Cambodia, he has mined
the harbor Haiphong and he has
increased the bombing of North
Vietnam, to the extent that 70 per
cent of Hanoi has been destroyed.
American casualties have in
creased. He has dropped more
tons of bombs on North Vietnam
than we dropped in all other wars
combined. What has he ac^
complished? Six million Viet
namese, Cambodians, and
Laotians have been killed,
wounded or left homeless.
Twenty thousand Americans
have been killed with hundreds of
thousands more wounded,
missing, or captured.
Domestically, under the Nixon
administration, serious crim e
has increased by five million, and
the welfare roles have been in
creased by six million. According
to Pete Hammil (N.Y. Post)
there are more heroin addicts in
New York than there are foot
soldiers in the entire North
Vietnamese army, and Nixon has
presided over this growth index.
Prices have risen 15 per cent
during the Nixon administration
while wages have remained
constant due to “price” control.
Last week Richard Nixon vetoed
the clean water act of 1972, which
was eventually passed by
Congress over his head. Finally,
we can’t forget the ITT scandal
or the Watergate incident. It is up
to all of us to vote, so let’s vote
intelligently.
Don Memale
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SHU Tops
Hunter 4-2
Sacred Heart registered it’s
second win of the year at the
expense of Hunter College thus
snapping a six game losing skein.
It was a long time between vic
tories for the Pioneers and it was
the combination of a tight defense
and a three goal performance by
Charlie Ferreira that did in the
Manhattan based school. Pete
Bowe got his second goal of the
year to complete the scoring for
SHU. The only scores for Hunter
were <m indirect kicks in the
second half and came too late to
do any real harm.
Sacred Heart had control of the
game from the opening kick-off.
Several times they drove into the
visitor’s zone and at 9:10 Charlie
booted his Hrst goal through the
net after receiving a pass from
Vic Solis. Just ten and a half
minutes later at 19:40 Pete Bowe
scored on a shot from the right
side after it bounced off the
goalie’s hands. Charlie came
back at 30:20 with his second
goal, the assist going again to Vic

Solis making the score 3H) which
the Pioneers held till in
termission.
The second half started much
as the first one did with Sacred
Heart again carrying the attack.
This time it took 10:45 of elapsed
time before Charlie sent his third
shot goalward giving him his first
“hat-trick” of the year. Assisting
Charlie was Mark Wilcox who
also got the assist on Pete’s goal.
Hunter scored at 20:55 and 29:35
the second goal being disputed.
Sacred Heart kept the pressure
on but failed to score and the final
again was 4-2.
Hunter tried to upset the
Pioneers by getting physical at
times but it had no effect. For this
game Nino Del Cegno was shifted
to halfback and he singlehandedly saved two goals.
Besides Charlie, Vic, Mark, and
Nino, good performances were
turned in by Ron Lako and Joe
The wagontrain of the Sacred
Pajor as well as goalie Greg
Quick who had twenty-two saves. Heart Pioneers got back on the

Central had control of the game
right from the start as they
continuously drove into the SHU
zone, but it wasn’t untU 24:55 that
they scored their first goal on a
shot by Paul Harvey. At 31:55
they got their second goal, and
one minute later the score was
made 3-0. Sacred Heart was
getting off a lot of shots on goal
but Del Buono turned them all
away, at times coming a long
way out from the net to cut (rff the
angle.
It took them only 6:30 of
elapsed time in the second half to
get their fourth score with Henry
Libbin getting the credit. Right
after that goal Nino Del Cegno

and Mark Wilcox changed
positions to get more of an of
fense going and the move worked
as Nino scored at 26:55 on an
assist from reserve Tony Porcheddu. Just ten minutes later
Art Solis got his first goal of the
year with Nino getting the assist.
Sacred Heart then caught fire
and for the last fifteen minutes it
was a completely different
ballgame. The Pioneers came up
with one offensive after another,
and Charlie Ferreira actually
scored, but it was called back
because of an offisde penalty. He
also should have been awarded a
penalty kick after being trii^ied
by a Central defender but the
officials again ruled difierently.
Then with just four minutes Irft
in the game Central scored again
making the final score 5-2.
Greg Quick came up with
nineteen saves before leaving the
game with an injury and his
replacement Dave Heriot came
up with seven while letting just
one shot get by him for a goal.
Central came to town with a large
team and played a total of
eighteen men against the un
dermanned Pioneers, at times
putting two and three fresh
players into the game.

Thoughts
by BILL GRIFFITHS
The soccer season has drawn to
a close. The Pioneers had a 1-6
record. For the first season
without Joe McGuigan, the team
did a fine job. They had pride,
determination, and motivation.
Charles Egarvari did a good job*
as coach. Well done and best of
luck next year.
Our basketball team has been
in practice since October 15. An
interview with Coach Feeley in
the next issue of the Obelisk,
don’t miss it.

The first annual alumni soccer
match has been scheduled for
Saturday November 18, at 1:00 on
the school field. The game will pit
the stars of previous S a c i^
Heart teams against this year’s
array. The idea originated with
co-captain Joe Pajor, and Joe
McGuigan, Sacred Heart’s alltime leading scorer and AllAmerican. Coach Charles
Egarvari and Athletic Director
Donald Feeley went along with
the idea as did the rest of this
year’s team.
Among the alumni returning
for the game will be Joe and Pat
McGuigan, Tony Pascarella,
Mark Sommer, and Jack Farina,
as well as “old-timers” Joe
Tickey, Bob Sherwood, Ernie
Pepe, and Brian Healy. Ihey will
be coached by Bob Convertino,
the Sacred Heart trainer. ’The
game will go the full ninety
minutes and it will be complete
the end of the first half that broke with officials.
The alumni will have a hard job
the back of Manhattan as they
on
their hands for a lot of them
showed no spirit at all as the
second forty-five minutes got have not played in a long time.
underway. Sacred Heart used it Ihey will ^ trying to match their
to their advantage as Vic scored s p e ^ and endurance with the
a goal on a high, arching shot into likes of Vic Solis, Nino Del Cegno,
the left comer of the net after Joe Pajor, Ron Lako, Greg Quick
receiving a pass from Pete Bowe. and Charlie Ferreira, this year’s
Charlie did his thing again ten leading scorer with fourteen
minutes later, the assist coming goals.
It is hoped that as many
from Art Solis. Manhattan scored
at 27:50 on a penalty kick and at students as possible will turn out
42:00 Augie Di Carano gave them for the game to cheer on this
their third goal. Sacred Heart year’s team, or the stars of
wasn’t through, however, as Vic yestoryear. Remember the date,
put a perfect pass in front of Saturday November 18, at 1:00.
Mark Wilcox, and Mark rammed See you there.
it in at 42:30. Then with just
twenty seconds left on-the clock
SKI CLUB
Mark scored again, the assist I
lA
N
N
U
A
L T R IPT O V E R M O N T
going to Charlie.
Greg Quick registered nine D U R IN G S E M E S T E R B REA K
saves and his replacement Dave
S U N . D E C . 3 1 - S A T . JA N .6
Heriot turned ten shots away
during his thirty minutes of
A ll Students are
playing time. The victory was
Eligible To Sign U p!
extremely gratifying and put our
record at 3-7. It was the result of a
team effort and was the best W A TC H FO R O U R D ISPLA Y
COME ON ALONG AND SKI WITH US
performance of the year by the
ATOKEMO, BROMLEY, MT. SNOW
Pioneers who have played wdl
KIliINGTON, AND OTHER AREAS
and with pride all seascm loi^.

SHU Drubs
Manhattan 8-3

Central Conn. 5
-SHU 2

Sacred Heart tried to make the
Blue Devils of Central Conn, their
third victim of the year but to no
avail as the visitors from New
Britain dropped the Pioneers by a
5-2 margin. Five different
players scored for Central as
they brought their record to 3-7-1.
Goalie Joe Del Buono shut out
SHU in the first half by saving
twelve shots and it wasn’t until
the second half that his
replacement Jack ^>ear let in
goals by Nino Del Cegno and Art
Solis.

Alumni Game
Scheduled

Those interested in learning
Rung Fu—sign up for the course
in Miss Anger’s office.
The cycling club is still in the
planning stage. Ralph Corrigan
has consented to act as advisor.
There will be an organizational
meeting in the near future.
.Those interested keep a sharp
eye for the meeting date.
The Ski club is really a c tiv e anyone interested may still join.
ANYONE INTERESTED?...In
forming a scuba diving club here
a t Sacred H eart U niversity
please contact the sports editor.

A great American died on
Anyone who feels he has some
Tuesday, October 24. Jackie
Robinson will be missed by all. good ideas for the sports in this
He broke the color barrier in school, should feel free to drop by
baseball and opened the door for the Obelisk office and discuss his
ideas.
many others.

winning trail as it traveled to the
Bronx where it rolled over the
field at Van Cortland Park and
left Manhattan College by the
wayside. Charlie Ferreira put on
a spectacular scoring demon
stration as he scored five goals.
Mark Wilcox had two and Vic
Solis one to round out the scoring
for SHU.

The game was never in doubt
as Sacred Heart scored almost at
will putting four goals througdi
the nets in each half. The first
score of the game came when
John Cook cleared the ball from
the SHU zone with a long boot
that Charlie gathered in and he
banged it in at 13:40. A little over
a minute later he scored again
with the assist going to Vic Solis.
At 25:30 Linus 0 ‘Kurie scored on
an unassisted goal to make it 2-1,
but this was as close as they
would get all afternoon. Charlie
and Vic collaborated again at the
43:00 mark, and just twenty
seconds later Charlie got his
fourth score on an assist from
Nino Del Cegno.
It was the two goals just before

